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Abstract
Software defined wireless networking is regarded as an emerging technology to enhance spectrum efficiency and improve
the overall network performance. In this paper, we summarise the special issue on recent advances on software defined
wireless networking. Specifically, this special issue publishes following findings: i) a novel context aware medium access
control scheme for multichannel buffer-aided cognitive networks to reduce the delay by exploiting the packets’ contexts; ii)
a utility-based uplink scheduling algorithm that accommodates different performance metrics and adapts its decisions based
on user-specified profiles by incorporating an intermediary layer between the MAC and network layer; iii) an opportunistic
spectrum access (OSA) solution with stationary and nonstationary Markov multi-armed bandit (MAB) frameworks using
index based algorithm (called QoS-UCB) which balances exploration in terms of occupancy and quality for transmission for
stationary environments and discounted QoS-UCB (DQoS-UCB) for the non-stationary case. These methods have been
formally analysed and evaluated using numerical results obtained from extensive simulations.
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investigate advance approaches to enhance the spectrum
utilizations. There are different approaches for enhancing
the spectrum such as opportunistic spectrum access using
spectrum underlay and overlay [2], cognitive radio network
[3], cognitive radio to network radio [4], software defined
wireless networking [5,6] and wireless virtualization [7]
for different applications including cognitive radio enabled
vehicular networking [8] and dynamic spectrum access in
smart grid [9].

1. Introduction
With the successful deployment of Wi-Fi and wireless
cellular networks as well as advances in lightweight handheld devices, the number of wireless subscriptions is
increasing exponentially leading to exponential increase in
data transfer. Advances in wireless networking technology
allows smart objects/things to connect to the Internet
making Internet of Things [1]. By 2020, over 30 billion
smart things/ devices are expected to be connected through
Internet of Things. These advances in devices and
networking technologies offer several socioeconomic
benefits. However, when several devices/things are
connected wirelessly with each other, there will be
congestion and will exist wireless spectrum scarcity
problem. Recent studies have shown that almost all usable
wireless spectrum bands are already allocated to some
service providers or government bodies for long time and
vast geographic area [2]. Meanwhile, most of the spectrum
are underutilised or idle most of the time even in highly
populated and busier cities [2]. This motivates us to

This special issue aimed to theme innovative research
achievements in the field of software defined wireless
networking and communications. We were seeking
original, innovative and unpublished papers related to the
topics. Among several submitted papers, we accepted 4
high quality papers. We give many thanks to the reviewers
for their time revising and providing useful comments to
the authors and to the authors for their patience when some
steps have been delayed because of the amount of received
papers.
We have classified the accepted papers in the following
topics:
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 Dynamic Spectrum Access & Cognitive Radio
Networks
1. Medium access control for multichannel cognitive
radio networks
2. Opportunistic spectrum access with QoS
constraint
 Software Defined Vehicular Wireless Networks
1. Scheduling in heterogeneous wireless vehicular
networks
2. Energy-aware software defined vehicular wireless
networks
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents about the accepted papers focused on
dynamic spectrum access and cognitive radio networks.
Accepted papers focused on software defined vehicular
wireless networks are presented in Section 3. Finally,
Section 6 presents our conclusions.

Paper entitled “Efficient Learning in Stationary and Nonstationary OSA Scenario with QoS Guaranty” by
Navikkumar Modi, et, al. present an opportunistic
spectrum access (OSA) method using stationary and
nonstationary Markov multi-armed bandit (MAB)
frameworks where i) an index based algorithm called QoSUCB balances the exploration in terms of occupancy and
quality of service (in terms of signal to noise ratio for
transmission) for stationary environments, and ii) a
learning policy algorithm called discounted QoS-UCB
(DQoS-UCB) for the non-stationary case. Proposed
approaches outperform existing methods in terms of regret
for a large variation range of the exploration coefficient
values in stationary OSA scenario and in terms of policy
including discount factor to weaken the confidence interval
in non-stationary OSA scenario. Future research in this
direction includes adaptive algorithm which can adapt
discount factor according to the operating environment.

2. Dynamic Spectrum Access and
Cognitive Radio Networks

3. Software Defined Vehicular Wireless
Networks

This section includes the accepted papers focused on
dynamic spectrum access and cognitive radio networks.

This section includes the accepted papers focused on
dynamic software defined vehicular wireless networks.

2.1. Medium access control for multichannel
cognitive radio networks

3.1 Scheduling in heterogeneous wireless
vehicular networks

Paper entitled “A Novel Buffer-Aided Medium Access
Control for Multichannel Cognitive Radio Networks” by
Mostafa Darabi and Behrouz Maham presents a context
aware medium access control scheme for multichannel
cognitive radio networks. Buffer plays a role while
managing the delay more efficiently by exploiting the
packets’ context where i) delay sensitive packets in the
primary and secondary networks are given a higher priority
compared to delay tolerant packets; and ii) shorter packets
in the primary and secondary networks are given a higher
priority compared to longer packets for channel access and
transmission. Numerical results obtained from simulation
show that the proposed approach outperforms the existing
approaches and improves the overall network performance
by lowering waiting time of packets and increasing the
throughput.

Paper entitled “Multiple Interface Scheduling System for
Heterogeneous Wireless Vehicular Networks: Description
and Evaluation” by Cristian Roman, et al. presents a
scheme MAC and Network layers of the reference model
for reliable wireless communications for software defined
vehicular network for vehicle to vehicle (V2V)
communications and vehicles to infrastructure (V2I) for
future vehicular transport networks. Specifically, a multi
interface scheduling system aka MISS is proposed to
achieve efficient bandwidth aggregation, or lower end-toend packet delay. Numerical results show that safety
critical traffic can benefit by prioritizing the resources for
them when there are insufficient resources. Proposed
approach adapts the parameters using software defined
concept to give lower delay for safety traffic and/or video
in vehicular networks. The algorithm is designed for a
multi-queue, multi-radio access technology vehicular
environment where the selection of access technology is
based on the user perspective at the user end.

Simulation results show that the first channel assignment
in the proposed scheme reduces the average waiting time
for both the primary and secondary video and data packets
of up to 50% and 40% compared to shortest queue rule and
queuing channel assembling protocol. This help to enhance
the throughput up to 45% in an average for primary and
secondary networks compared to other approaches and first
come first serve policy.

3.2 Energy-aware software defined
vehicular wireless networks
Similarly, paper entitled “Software-Defined Management
Model for Energy-Aware Vehicular Networks” by Elif
Bozkaya and Berk Canberk present a software-defined
management model for flow control and energy efficiency
in vehicular networks to enhance the overall performance
of the network. Problems, associated with network
performance degradation because of broken network in

2.2. Opportunistic spectrum access with
QoS constraint
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sparse traffic density and high energy consumption because
of many RSUs which are not actively used, are solved to
enhance the Quality of Experience of vehicular network
users. SDN controller schedules RSUs by switching them
on/off depending on the context of the vehicular network
to reduce the total energy consumption. Numerical result
obtained from simulation show that lower energy
consumption and higher throughput while enhancing the
Quality of Experience of vehicular network.
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3. Conclusion
We have observed in this special issue that it has increased
the interest of research community on starting new research
lines related to software defined wireless networking and
its application in different domains. We have classified the
papers accepted in this special issue into 2 categories:
software defined cognitive radio networks for low mobile
users and software defined wireless vehicular networks for
highly mobile users. Research on emerging software
defined wireless networking will help to enhance the
spectrum efficiency to support several applications
including the vehicular networks, smart grid and broad
band wireless communications.
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